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Abstract
We present a modified Schwarzschild solution for a model of evaporation of a black hole with
information preservation. By drawing a direct analogy to the quantum pure accelerating mirror
(dynamical Casimir effect of a 1D horizon), we derive a Schwarzschild metric with not only the
usual Schwarzschild radius but an additional length scale related to the Planck length. The black
hole has thermal particle production that leads to complete evaporation of the black hole, resulting
in non-divergent entanglement entropy, Page curve turn-over, and an asymptotic quantum pure
state with no information loss.

1. Introduction

Particle production from black holes, or more generally curved spacetime, is a fascinating process, bringing
together quantum physics and gravity (or its Equivalence Principle partners of acceleration or curvature).
Particles can be produced through

• Expanding Cosmologies (Parker effect [1])

• Black Holes (Hawking effect [2])

• Uniform acceleration Radiation (Unruh effect [3])

• Moving mirrors (Davies–Fulling effect [4–6])

Beyond the mere existence of this interesting physical process, we might seek for two characteristics with
long ties to the development of quantum theory: finite global particle count (e.g. avoidance of divergent
numbers of soft photons [7]) and a thermal (blackbody) radiation spectrum. Furthermore, the information
carried by the radiation, and whether it is preserved or lost, is the subject of intense scrutiny [8].

Here we look at the simplest black hole case, that of the Schwarzschild metric, and explore a model for
its formation and evaporation with information preservation. We motivate that this leads to introduction of
a second length scale beyond the horizon size (which suggestively can be related to the Planck length), and
explore what happens near the horizon and asymptotically, as well as when the horizon size approaches the
new ‘quantum’ length scale after long evaporation. We emphasize that we do not introduce a second length
scale to the Schwarzschild metric ad hoc, but rather derive it by adopting the principle of quantum purity
that keeps key particle radiation quantities finite and well behaved [19].

We approach the issue through the analog particle radiation from moving mirrors, which have proved
themselves very useful in different contexts. These (1 + 1)-dimensional analog models have a long history
and extensive literature (see [11–13] for an introduction) since they are much simpler: acceleration is easier
to deal with than the (3 + 1)-dimensional strong gravity systems they imitate. They therefore may admit
exact and relatively simple analytical solutions that nevertheless faithfully capture key quantities and often
provide some insight into the real effects. While the full quantum effects of a Planck length modification of
Schwarzschild spacetime is beyond the scope of this paper, the moving mirror model can point the way to
interesting implications for thermal particle production associated with Schwarzschild spacetime.
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In section 2 we introduce the model and compute the spacetime geometric quantities. We study the
particle production in section 3 in various limits, including the spectrum, total energy, and entropy, and
quantum pure states. Section 4 summarizes and concludes.

2. Schwarzschild and Planck

The Schwarzschild metric describes a static black hole spacetime, and is central to exploring the physics of
black holes, one of the most challenging subjects in physics. It can be derived based on certain symmetry
principles of the spacetime, and Einstein’s equations for gravity. It is a key stage on which we explore
extremes of gravitational physics, and its Frontier with quantum physics. A black hole produces particles [2]
from the spacetime by quantum physics, but neither the metric nor Einstein’s equations reflect quantum
physics. The particles radiate [3, 4] to infinity in the external spacetime, yet the external state is taken to be
vacuum. What happens when the black hole radiates all its energy is unknown, and the subject of
information paradoxes [8, 9]. Here we attempt to explore methods [10, 11] for probing these
inconsistencies and puzzles.

2.1. Schwarzschild
In the classical picture, the Schwarzschild metric can be written as

ds2 = −fsdt2 + f −1
s dr2 + r2dΩ, (1)

where the angular part of the metric is spherically symmetric, dΩ ≡ dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2, and

fs = 1 − rs

r
, (2)

where rs = 2M is the Schwarzschild radius (related to the black hole mass M).
For studying the structure of spacetime, it is convenient to follow null rays and remove the coordinate

singularity at r = rs. This can be done with the Regge–Wheeler tortoise coordinate

r∗ = r + rs ln

∣∣∣∣Δrs

∣∣∣∣ , (3)

where Δ ≡ r − rs. Rays of constant t ± r∗ correspond to ingoing and outgoing null geodesics, and we can
define

v = t + r∗ u = t − r∗, (4)

for outside coordinates, and the equivalent V and U for inside coordinates, T ± r to describe a dynamic
collapse model of evaporation, as we shall see. The derivative of the transformation gives the metric,

dr∗

dr
≡ f −1

s . (5)

The canonical collapse prescription (see e.g. [11, 12]) for a shell of matter at v0, where the horizon
vH = v0 − 2rs, gives the matching condition utilizing the regularity condition effect on the form of the
modes, v ↔ U [11]

u(U) = U − 4M ln

∣∣∣∣ U

4M

∣∣∣∣ = U − 1

κ
ln |κU| , (6)

where κ = 1/(4M) = 1/(2rs) is the surface gravity of the black hole. Note that du/dU = f −1
s (u, v0) which

results from differentiation of the implicit gauge-invariant radial coordinate matching [12]. We are free to
set vH = 0 without loss of generality, see also [13]. The collapse of the null shell along the null ray v0

models the evaporation of the Schwarzschild black hole in allowing a simple derivation of the thermal
spectrum associated with the Hawking effect.

At this point, we can draw attention to the analogy of a black hole, and its quantum physical particle
production, to the Davies–Fulling effect [5, 6] for particle production by an accelerating mirror. This
basically arises due to boundary conditions imposed on the spacetime, a dynamical Casimir effect, in much
the same way that the black hole horizon is a boundary. Crafting the mirror trajectory to match the null
coordinate form u(U) in equation (6), i.e. identifying this as the trajectory of the origin in null coordinates
of the mirror [14],

fb(v) = v − 1

κ
ln |κv|, (7)

gives what is known as the black mirror [15–17] or simply, the Schwarzschild mirror, which has the same
late-time eternal thermal particle production as a Schwarzschild black hole. In the light-cone coordinates, fb

2
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is the retarded time, u = t − x, position as a function of advanced time v = t + x. The subscript refers to
the canonical black mirror model for the Schwarzschild mirror. The coordinate x is the usual single space
dimension of (1 + 1) flat Minkowski spacetime.

Let us review our path. From the metric derived from the symmetries of spacetime and gravity, we
moved to tortoise coordinates, matching conditions for collapse, and an analogy to particle production
from a moving mirror. In the next subsection we will reverse this journey in the hope of learning something
fundamental about spacetime around black holes with quantum physics of unitarity included.

2.2. Planck
The problem with the black mirror is that the analogy is too perfect. The particle production at late times is
in eternal equilibrium, giving rise to an infinite number of particles and infinite total energy, as well as a
black hole that simply radiates forever. The information paradox is a concern here (for much of the
community at least, e.g. harvesting entanglement via the black mirror [18]) because violation of unitarity
may contradict basic principles of probability and quantum theory. This black mirror-black hole model
does not sufficiently clarify the connection between quantum physics and gravity.

However, recently a different sort of moving mirror trajectory was discovered [19], the quantum pure
black mirror. This has both finite number of particles produced and finite total energy, acts like a black hole
that evaporates completely [20] without leaving a remnant, and produces quasi-thermal radiation that ends
in a pure quantum state. Entropy [21–24] is well behaved and there is no information loss. We wish to
extend the lessons learned about this mirror further into the curved spacetime context of the Schwarzschild
black hole.

The trajectory, fp, of the quantum pure black mirror is

fp(v) = v − 1

κ
sinh−1|gv|, (8)

where there is now a new parameter g in addition to κ. Basically κ will determine the amplitude of the
particle flux produced (in the same way that in the black hole case the surface gravity or mass does), while g
will factor into the evaporation of the black hole, i.e. the lifetime. Just as we write κ = 1/(2rs), we can write
g = 1/(2l) and anticipate that l will be related to the Planck length lP =

√
�G/c3. This will allow quantum

physics and gravity to both enter the picture, i.e. we assume quantum purity from the start and investigate
the resulting changes to the gravitational system.

Now we reverse our journey of the last subsection. We take the collapse condition in the black hole case
in exact analogy to equation (8), so

u(U) = U − 2rs sinh−1

∣∣∣∣U

2l

∣∣∣∣ , (9)

and define from this a quantum tortoise coordinate

r̄∗ = r + rs sinh−1

∣∣∣∣Δl
∣∣∣∣ . (10)

Up to a constant4, the quantum tortoise coordinate, equation (10), goes to the classical tortoise coordinate,
equation (3),

lim
R→0

r̄∗ = r∗, for r > rs, (11)

where R ≡ l/rs. See the next subsection for more discussion.
Using that dr̄∗/dr ≡ f̄ −1 we now have our quantum replacement for the outside (v = t + r̄∗ > v0)

Schwarzschild static metric (see equation (2.3) of Wilczek [12]):

ds2 = −f̄ dt2 + f̄ −1dr2 + r2dΩ, (12)

where instead of the usual f = 1 − rs/r, we have

f̄ ≡ 1 − rs

rs +
√
Δ2 + l2

, (13)

with Δ ≡ r − rs. Clearly, when l → 0, then f̄ → f gives the classical Schwarzschild solution. However, now
there are further effects expected when r − rs � l, e.g. within some Planck lengths of the horizon. And if l is
indeed connected with the Planck length, then this is a quantum metric in the sense that gμν includes �.

4 The constant can be found by setting r̄∗ = r∗ = 0 and r = 1 + W(1/e) in units of rs. Here W is the Lambert W function.

3
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Figure 1. The classical and quantum tortoise coordinates are plotted vs standard coordinate r, measured in units of rs. The black
line is the usual classical Regge–Wheeler tortoise coordinate, which diverges at r = rs. The new quantum tortoise coordinate,
equation (10) (up to a constant), stays finite and involves a quantum scale l. Gray, red, blue, and green curves show the quantum
tortoise coordinate for values of l starting at l = 0.1 (in units of rs) and halved sequentially, respectively (so the green curve is for
l = 0.0125).

To explore the effects of this new metric further, we investigate the Kretschmann scalar, which gives an
invariant description of the curvature and singularities, the Ricci scalar, and the Einstein tensor. To leading
order in l/rs beyond the classical values (see appendix A for full expressions), near r = rs, the scalars are,

K =
12r2

s

r6
− 4l2

r3
sΔ

3 + . . . , (14)

R = 0 − l2

rsΔ
3 + . . . . (15)

while the Einstein tensor is,

Gμν = 0+ (16)

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Δ2

r2
s

−1
r2

s

r2
s sin2 θ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

l2

2rsΔ
3 + . . . . (17)

Indeed when l vanishes we recover the classical Schwarzschild vacuum solution. However, there are
several new aspects that arise with finite l. This is no longer a vacuum solution, i.e. Gμν �= 0. That makes
sense: for one thing the classical Schwarzschild metric is the unique vacuum solution for this spacetime, and
for another we know there is particle production—we must break the vacuum solution. In a sense, since
black holes radiate then the classical Schwarzschild metric should not be the true metric. We also see that
when we are within some Planck lengths of the horizon, i.e. Δ = |r − rs| � l, that the Kretschmann and
Ricci scalars deviate strongly from the classical behavior. We discuss this in detail in appendix A.

2.3. Classical and quantum, black hole and mirror
Our attempt to move from the classical to the quantum used the moving mirror analogy to suggest a new,
quantum tortoise coordinate. Both the classical and quantum tortoise coordinates are plotted in figure 1.
Note the quantum tortoise coordinate removes the divergence of the classical tortoise coordinate.

The moving mirror analog to a black hole is useful not only in describing particle flux, but spacetime
structure, singularities, and asymptotic conditions as well. Figure 2 illustrates the classical correspondence
in terms of a conformal spacetime diagram, with the mirror on the left and the black hole on the right.
Note the strict v-horizon at vH (black dotted line), which gives a divergent fb(v), signaling ‘incomplete’
evaporation—information loss.
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Figure 2. Left: the 1 + 1 dimensional Penrose (conformal) diagram for the black hole collapse analog mirror, ‘black mirror’
[14–17], or BHC trajectory [18]. The red line is the accelerated boundary, computed with κ = 4 for illustration. The dot-dashed
black line is the advanced time horizon, vH = 0. The green dashed line is the upper-half of the left future null-infinity surface,
I+

L , which has been left unlabeled. It is the singularity analog. Notice the light yellow shaded region is where left-moving modes
never reflect off the mirror and fall inside, never to return again, i.e. they do not become right-movers. The red arrows represent
radiation emitted by the mirror, or, if preferred, they can be left-mover modes that reflected off the mirror into right-mover
modes reaching our observer at I+

. Right: the usual 3 + 1 dimensional Schwarzschild causal structure for a black hole,
captured in a Penrose diagram. The green dashed line is the space-like singularity while the green solid line is r = 0 where modes
pass through (‘reflect’) but still hit the singularity. The interesting aspect here is that there is no mirror counterpart for the solid
green line. The black dot-dashed line is the event horizon as usual, while the red arrows are again Hawking radiation. The red
arrows can also be seen as left-movers that passed through r = 0, ‘regularity-reflected’ and become right-movers. They will
eventually reach the observer at I+

. The light yellow shaded region marks where left-movers eventually fall into the singularity.

Figure 3 by contrast shows the new ‘quantum’ situation. The lack of a strict v-horizon in equation (8),
contrasted with equation (7), signals complete evaporation—no information loss. Moreover, there is no
remnant (see the contrasting cases where the modes are affected long after the radiation stops, e.g.
[25–28]), since the field modes have the same early-time and late-time form (the mirror comes back to rest
so there is no eternal redshift, e.g. [12, 20, 29]).

3. Particle production

The modes of the quantum field determine the particle production [30]. One of the powerful aspects of the
quantum pure black mirror is the analytic expression for the Bogolyubov beta coefficients [19], allowing
simple computation of the particle production properties (e.g. the spectrum [31]). The energy radiated also
takes a simple expression (in the 1 + 1 dimensional context, at least). In the following subsections we
discuss several of these properties.

3.1. Spatial and temporal limits
The field must be zero at the origin, as no field exists in r < 0. Regularity forces the form of the field modes

φout
ω =

1

4πr
√
ω

(
e−iωu(v) − e−iωu(U)

)
, (18)

where ω is the frequency, to assume
u(v) = u(U). (19)

Therefore we write the matching condition equation (9), as

u(v) = v − 2rs sinh−1
∣∣∣ v
2l

∣∣∣ . (20)

This will be used in the modes to determine the behavior of the quantum field. A complete cover of the
collapse spacetime is given in appendix B.

Armed with the matching condition, it is instructive to analyze the behavior of the modes at very early
and at ultra-late times. We also look at a third temporal limit—the equilibrium times.

5
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Figure 3. Left: the 1 + 1 dimensional Penrose diagram for the quantum pure black mirror equation (8), blue line, computed
with κ = 1 and g = 102. The dot-dashed black line is the horizon, vH = 0. All left-moving modes reflect off the mirror and
become right-movers. The red arrows are Hawking radiation emitted by the mirror or they can be left-movers that reflected off
the mirror into right-movers reaching I+

. Right: Penrose diagram for the no-remnant analog 3 + 1 dimensional black hole
case with complete evaporation. Notice the non-redshifted outgoing modes labeled as m with a green arrow, escaping to
null-infinity I+

, with the same plane wave form as ultra-early time modes, giving no hint that a black hole had ever lived. In
this case Hawking evaporation stops, all field modes passing through the thick green line after the null ray (dotted red line)
undergo zero late-time redshift. The blue arrow f represents the red-shifted Hawking radiation flux. The light green area labeled
P is the Planckian region where quantum geometric effects are important. P has a non-zero, maximum, finite height centered at
r = 0. All field modes can ‘reflect’ off of r = 0 and pass through the P region without loss of information, as they return to I+

.
The yellow bands mark spacetime inside the black hole horizon.

3.1.1. Early times
At early times, when v →−∞, we have u(v) ≈ v. This is analogous to the mirror in the asymptotic past
being at rest. When U →−∞, the matching condition equation (9) implies u(U) ≈ U. Therefore at I−,
early times,

φout
ω ≈ 1

4πr
√
ω

e−iωv , (21)

where the mode at u →−∞ is a pure positive frequency mode with respect to inertial time at I−. The
Bogolyubov beta coefficients vanish and asymptotically early times exhibit no particle creation. There is
nothing new here from the canonical case. There are no particles yet because the black hole has not formed,
and its progenitor is only just beginning to collapse.

3.1.2. Equilibrium times
With the regularity condition, the exact mode form assumes

φout
ω =

1

4πr
√
ω

(
e
−iω

(
v−2rs sinh−1| v2l |

)
− e−iωu

)
, (22)

and at I− where the u piece has infinite oscillation, the mode

φout
ω =

1

4πr
√
ω

e
−iω

(
v−2rs sinh−1| v2l |

)
, (23)

displays a strong blueshift in the exponent. Near the ‘horizon’ vH = 0, the mode becomes

φout
ω =

1

4πr
√
ω

e−iω(1+ rs
l )v , (24)

typical of the process of black hole evaporation, which will largely modify the physics as calculated from the
modes. Since rs 
 l, it is particularly easy to see the geometric modification of the field. The form of the
modes at intermediate times gives non-zero beta coefficients, resulting in particle creation. Moreover, the
particular betas result in a quasi-thermal particle spectrum (see section 3.4).

6
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3.1.3. Ultra-late times
At ultra-late times, when v →+∞, we have u(v) ≈ v, again, like the situation at early times. This is seen
because U →+∞, the matching condition equation (9), implies u(U) ≈ U. Therefore at I−, ultra-late
times,

φout
ω ≈ 1

4πr
√
ω

e−iωv , (25)

where the mode at u →+∞ is a pure positive frequency mode with respect to inertial time at I−. The beta
coefficients vanish. At asymptotically ultra-late times there is no more particle creation, and one observes
complete evaporation. Unitarity is maintained.

3.2. Radiation stress energy
Neglecting the time-independent Boulware vacuum polarization terms, specializing to conformal symmetry
of 1 + 1 dimensions, the time-dependent non-zero component of the normal-ordered (denoted by colons)
stress tensor in the in-vacuum state is computed as the Schwarzian derivative [11],

F(u) ≡ 〈in| : Tuu(u) : |in〉 = − �

24π
{U(u), u}. (26)

This is most easily done by utilizing the invariant,

{u(U), U}
(

du(U)

dU

)−1

= {U(u), u}
(

dU(u)

du

)−1

, (27)

and substituting u(U) from equation (9). As long as rs 
 l, then to leading order the result is the usual
canonical case [32]

F(u) = − �

24π

(
2rs (2U − rs)

(U − 2rs)
4

)
. (28)

Here v0 = 2rs. The analytic full-order solution is in appendix C, equation (C7). The thermal flux as the
horizon is approached, U → 0,

FHawking =
�

192πr2
s

, (29)

suggests that equilibrium conditions expected of a long-lived (flux plateau, e.g. [33]) radiating black hole
will demonstrate a consequent Planckian distribution of particle count for some limited period of time.

3.3. Evaporative energy
Conformal symmetry provides the additional benefit of calculable total energy in the limit l  rs, such that
[19]

E =
�c3

96πGM
ln

rs

l
=

TH

12
ln

rs

l
. (30)

The exact total energy expression is in appendix C, equation (C10). Since the energy is finite, the
evaporation process eventually stops. Geometrically, the classical Schwarzschild vacuum dictates l  rs, but
here we can energetically motivate that small scale in order that the radiated energy is substantial enough to
exhaust the black hole. Going further, using the full expression equation (C10) one can see that as rs

approaches l, the full mass will be radiated if l is of order lP. The black hole mass is carried away by the
radiation (along with the information via a turn-over of the Page curve, e.g. [34]). At least in the conformal
case, this represents an improvement to the canonical case, where the energy emitted is infinite. To
understand whether a remnant is left over, finite energy emission is insufficient; a constant red-shift in the
modes in the asymptotic future will signal its presence. In our case there is no remnant, and the evaporation
is complete.

3.4. Particle spectrum
The beta coefficients are computed exactly in the s-wave sector with the effective potential ignored [19]. The
particle spectrum is found to be, up to a constant:

Nω =
1

eω/T − 1
, (31)

in leading order rs 
 l, where T = (4πrs)−1, demonstrating a quasi-thermal radiation field. The fact that
the spectrum is not exactly thermal, due to non-leading order corrections, (but is analytically known)
means the information is transported on the radiation.

7
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Figure 4. The discrete spectrum, Njn, frequency evolved. Here the system is set with surface gravity κ = (4M)−1 = (2rs)−1 = 1,
and 2l = 10−10. The detector is set with n = 0, j = (0, 400), ε = 0.001. The total particle count of this system is N = 2.209 from
numerically integrating over both ‘in’ and ‘out’ frequencies. The sum of the displayed columns is N = 2.111. Inclusion of more
frequency bins (‘j’) will yield the total count (e.g. [38]).

The particular deviation from thermality also allows for a finite total amount of particle production, for
a given l, which is readily calculated [31] for a known black hole mass M. Frequency evolution can be
resolved with the use of wave packets [2, 35–37] confirming the total particle count done in [19, 31]. With
sufficiently small l  rs, and good frequency resolution (small ε) on the particle detector, one can see the
spectrum shape well-resolved in figure 4.

3.5. Temperature correction via surface gravity
The temperature is not exactly the classical horizon temperature. We want the limiting temperature outside
the black hole, r > rs. Computing via the usual expression for surface gravity of a static metric,
2κ = g′tt(r)|r→rs , and κ = 2πT, we have

T =
Δrs

4π
√
Δ2 + l2 (rs +

√
Δ2 + l2)2

. (32)

For l = 0, in the limit r → rs (from above), the temperature is TH = (4πrs)−1. In general the temperature is
maximum right outside the Schwarzschild radius and can be found with an exact expression. The corrected
temperature to leading order is

T

TH
= 1 − 3

(
l2

2r2
s

)1/3

, (33)

cooler but generally a negligible decrease in temperature.

3.6. Limitations of the model
It is worthwhile to comment on a few potential extensions of this work and current limitations of the
proposed toy model. In particular,

• One expects a non-static situation, with increasing temperature associated with the decreasing black
hole mass during evaporation. This is not modeled. However, it does not appear that this is
intractable, e.g. via introduction of suitably creative matching conditions.

• There is non-trivial spatial curvature in the region just outside the black hole, Δ ≡ (r − rs) ∼ l, i.e.
within a few Planck lengths of the horizon. This regime requires a full theory of quantum gravity and
is beyond the scope of the current work.

• Conformal asymmetry calculation for the stress tensor in 3 + 1 dimensions and total energy
production has not been attempted. Besides issues of vacuum polarization, it is well known that
conformal symmetry greatly simplifies the form of the stress tensor.

8
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• While the mode solutions are good approximations where R ≈ 0, away from the horizon, they will not
satisfy the corresponding wave equation if conformal coupling is chosen, ξ = 1/6, because R �= 0 near
the horizon. For minimal coupling, ξ = 0, the equation of motion is simple and the modes studied
here are appropriate but the theory will not be conformally invariant in 3 + 1 dimensions in the
massless limit.

Despite these extensions, the metric as is, equation (12), is a conceptually transparent geometry for
modeling some aspects of unitary black hole radiance. The strength of this approach is the use of the
preservation of unitarity (elaborated on in the next section) as a guiding principle with which to push the
conventional model on the gravity side. Rather than taking the matching condition as being dynamically
determined by the matter, the matching condition is treated as a given. While this may be considered a
weakness, in the light of quantum pure evolution this approach appears as an additional strength
accompanying the usual and simple quantum mechanical system of the moving mirror model.

The second bullet point highlights the new metric assertion that the horizon, as observed by outside
observers, is ‘special’ in a certain sense. That is, from the point of view of an outside observer, the length
scale modification near the horizon results in a boundary-type surface, seemingly possessing microphysical
degrees of freedom that will appear in the quantum Hamiltonian used to describe the observable system.
These degrees of freedom are sufficiently complex that they behave ergodically and lead to a coarse-grained
dissipative description of the horizon with quasi-thermal radiation for most of the lifetime. This character
of the horizon is most simply seen by the globally relevant metric equation (A23), a stationary non-collapse
state solution of the star. However, despite this specialness, we consider these results in harmony with the
complementarity (argued by [39]) between appraisals made by freely falling observers who cross the event
horizon and those made by distant observers. Our results speak less to free-fall observations and more to
outside measurements. This notion is supported by the consistency of the total energy carried by the
particles and the total energy from the stress tensor (mirror analog), which are in agreement [19, 31], and
measured only by distant observers.

As we have emphasized, we consider unitarity inviolable (e.g. Postulate 1 of [39]). Adopting this physical
principle a priori resulted in the modified metric. The new metric with quantum length scale has strong
curvature near the event horizon and is a clear invariant signal of its presence. In the sense that the
equivalence principle is the basis for the belief that a freely falling observer experiences nothing out of the
ordinary when crossing the event horizon of a very massive black hole, our model suggests otherwise. We
consider these results as a thermodynamic addendum to the equivalence principle, in the same sense that
the Unruh effect [3] is not considered a violation of the equivalence principle but a complement to it.

3.7. Unitary measure
To characterize quantum purity one can take the key dynamical behavior of the mirror—asymptotic inertia,
which is responsible for information preservation—and define a ‘topological rapidity’, if you will,
borrowing the notion that tearing is not allowed, only stretching. This rapidity, η, can be used in the curved
spacetime context to consider the asymptotic inertial geometric counterpart of the mirror’s rapidity
η = tanh−1β, where β is the velocity in units of the speed of light.

Helpful inspiration comes from the behavior of the quantum modes via the longitudinal relativistic
Doppler factor:

D ≡ eη =

√
1 + β

1 − β
, (34)

which has a divergence if the emitting source is moving at the speed of light, β = 1 (or zero if β = −1). In
null coordinates, we see

dv

du
=

d(t + x)

d(t − x)
=

1 + β

1 − β
= e2η = D2. (35)

In our geometric context, between inside and outside coordinates, we can define in analogy to
equation (35), via regularity U ↔ v, a rapidity of the worldline of the origin, u(U),

|η| = 1

2
ln

du(U)

dU
. (36)

Information loss can be thought of as a divergence in this rapidity for some time U. Worldlines, after all, are
considered time-like, η �= ∞.

9
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Figure 5. The dot-dashed red line, equation (37), is the rapidity that characterizes information loss, in the classical case, for
modes that fall past the horizon v = vH = 0. The horizon is set at vH = 0, and the shell at v0 = 2rs. Note the regularity
condition U ↔ v. The solid blue line, equation (38), is the new rapidity η̄ with no divergence, for l = 0.05.

In the black mirror-black hole case,

|η| = 1

2
ln

(
1 − 2rs

U

)
, (37)

one has a divergence for the time U → 0−. The inside time ends at the shell. Here the horizon is set at
vH = 0, and v0 = 2rs. The modes are lost in between U = [0, 2rs], corresponding to where the black hole
singularity is located, absorbing the field: destroying it. This is the same as saying all modes that fall in past
vH = 0 get trapped in the black hole singularity. This information loss is characterized by an imaginary
value of rapidity (for cases with light-like travel see e.g. [40–42]).

In the new geometry considered here, the rapidity of the origin,

|η̄| ≡ 1

2
ln

(
1 +

2rs√
U2 + (2l)2

)
, (38)

has no divergence for all real times U. In this chosen definition, we use the derivative taken with sign of U as
negative. This sign will be fixed even when U is positive, avoiding the divergence at U = [0, 2rs]; keeping the
rapidity positive for −∞ < U < +∞. The previous divergence at U → 0 (or v → vH = 0) is cured such
that

|η̄|U→0 =
1

2
ln
(

1 +
rs

l

)
. (39)

A finite maximum topological rapidity, i.e. quantum purity in this context, prevents the divergence. The
classical and new rapidities are plotted in figure 5.

It is worth noting that rapidity and entanglement entropy [22] have a close relationship in the
conformally symmetric context, η = −6S, demonstrating that a divergence in entanglement entropy also
signals information loss.

4. Conclusion

We extend the classical black hole with a toy model that preserves unitarity, demonstrating consistence with
quantum mechanics, in quasi-thermal particle production from the semi-classical black hole background
vacuum, to first order in the Planck length, i.e. corrections are higher order O(l2). The black hole
description tightens the analogy to the physics of an accelerated boundary (moving mirror). This provides
insights into how the equivalence principle applies from the emission of particles in quantum theory [43] to
the geometric context of gravitation.

The curved spacetime solution possesses several desired characteristics not present in previously known
solutions, in particular giving

10
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• Construction of a geometry that reduces to the classical Schwarzschild metric but extends it with by
incorporating another length scale, much smaller than the Schwarzschild radius, connected with the
Planck length. This ‘quantum’ Schwarzschild metric, equation (12), is capable of describing the
evolution of a pure state that remains unitary.

• Demonstration that quasi-thermal equilibrium energy flux existing in the 1 + 1 conformally
symmetric case hints that the 3 + 1 stress tensor may exhibit similar behavior consistent with the
Planck distribution of the particle spectrum from the s-wave sector.

• Demonstration of finite energy in the 1 + 1 conformally symmetric case, implying that the radiation
process stops, signaling an end to evaporation.

• Introduction of a modified matching condition, and a quantum Regge–Wheeler coordinate
sufficiently describing field modes for a collapse to black hole model. The limits for the classical model
are approached for R ≡ l/rs → 0.

Due to natural, quantum pure plane wave form modes in the early past and late future, it is clear no
information is lost. We connect this to complete evaporation of the black hole, demonstrating the relevant
coordinate transformations. The lack of soft particle divergence, the finite energy and particle count, and
the lack of a remnant further point to this solution as an interesting and potentially fruitful laboratory for
exploration of quantum particle production in the Universe.
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Appendix A. Spacetime quantities

Here we present in detail many of the geometric objects of the metric equation (12). We write

z ≡ +
√
Δ2 + l2.

A.1. Connections
The Christoffel symbols are symmetric under interchange of the last two indices, so only the independent
components are displayed. The indices 1, 2, 3, 4 represent t, r, θ, φ. The results are

Γ1
21 =

Δrs

2z2 (z + rs)
→ rs

2rΔ

[
1 +O

(
l2

Δ2

)
+O

(
l2

rΔ

)]
(A1)

Γ2
11 =

Δrs

2(z + rs)
3 → rsΔ

2r3

[
1 +O

(
l2

rΔ

)]
(A2)

Γ2
22 = − Δrs

2z2 (z + rs)
→− rs

2rΔ

[
1 +O

(
l2

Δ2

)
+O

(
l2

rΔ

)]
(A3)

Γ2
33 = − zr

z + rs
→−Δ

[
1 +O

(
l2

Δ2

)
+O

(
l2

rΔ

)]
(A4)

Γ2
44 = − zr

z + rs
sin2 θ →−Δ sin2 θ

[
1 +O

(
l2

Δ2

)
+O

(
l2

rΔ

)]
, (A5)

where the right arrow gives the lowest order correction in l/Δ and l/rs, with the classical limit being l = 0.
The last four independent cases remain the usual classical Schwarzschild connections:

Γ3
32 =

1

r
, Γ3

44 = − cos θ sin θ, Γ4
42 =

1

r
, Γ4

43 = cot θ. (A6)
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A.2. Riemann tensor
The nonzero components are displayed by the following expressions. Here we use Rλ

μνσ format. One can
obtain, for example, R1

231 from the R1
213 using the antisymmetry of the Riemann tensor under exchange of

the last two indices. The antisymmetry under exchange of the first two indices of Rλμνσ is not evident here
because the components of Rλ

μνσ are displayed.

R1
221 =

rs

(
−2Δ4 + l4 −Δ2l2 + l2 zrs

)
2z5(z + rs)

2 , R1
331 =

Δrs (Δ+ rs)

2z(z + rs)
2 , R1

441 =
Δrs (Δ+ rs)

2z(z + rs)
2 sin2 θ (A7)

R2
121 =

rs

(
−2Δ4 + l4 −Δ2l2 + l2 zrs

)
2z3(z + rs)

4 , R2
332 =

Δrs (Δ+ rs)

2z(z + rs)
2 , R2

442 =
Δrs (Δ+ rs)

2z(z + rs)
2 sin2 θ (A8)

R3
131 =

Δrs

2 (Δ+ rs) (z + rs)
3 , R3

232 = − Δrs

2z2 (Δ+ rs) (z + rs)
, R3

443 = − rs

z + rs
sin2 θ (A9)

R4
141 =

Δrs

2 (Δ+ rs) (z + rs)
3 , R4

242 = − Δrs

2z2 (Δ+ rs) (z + rs)
, R4

343 =
rs

z + rs
(A10)

A.3. Ricci tensor

R11 =

rs

(
l2 (rs − 3z) +

2z2
(√

z2−l2+z
)

rs√
z2−l2+rs

)
2z2(rs − z)4 , R22 =

−rs

(
l2 (rs − 3z) +

2z2
(√

z2−l2+z
)

rs√
z2−l2+rs

)
2z4(rs − z)2 . (A11)

R33 =
rs

((√
z2 − l2 + z

)
rs − l2

)
z(rs − z)2 , R44 =

rs

((√
z2 − l2 + z

)
rs − l2

)
z(rs − z)2 sin2 θ. (A12)

A.4. Einstein tensor

G11 =
rs(z −Δ) (r + z)

r2(rs + z)3 , G22 = − rs(z −Δ) (r + z)

z2r2 (rs + z)
. (A13)

G33 =
rs(z −Δ)r

(
rs

(
Δ2 + rs(Δ+ z) + z2 + 4Δz

)
+ 3Δz(Δ+ z)

)
2z3(rs + z)3 . (A14)

G44 =
rs(z −Δ)r

(
rs

(
Δ2 + rs(Δ+ z) + z2 + 4Δz

)
+ 3Δz(Δ+ z)

)
2z3(rs + z)3 sin2 θ. (A15)

A.5. Ricci scalar

R =
rs(z −Δ)

(
rs

(
rs

(
−2Δ2 − rs(Δ+ z) + z2 − 5Δz

)
+ (Δ+ z)

(
−Δ2 + 4z2 − 6Δz

))
+ z(Δ+ z)

(
2z2 − 3Δ2

))
z3r2(rs + z)3

(A16)

At leading order in l/Δ and l/rs,

R = 0 − rsl2

r5

(
1 +

rs

Δ

)3
. (A17)

Note that outside the black hole the Ricci scalar does not vanish, as in the classical case, reflecting the
particle production. If the nonzero Ricci scalar is due to a particle flux, one might expect it to behave at
large distances as 1/r2, but instead we have 1/r2 × (rsc/r)3 where rsc =

3
√

rsl2. This is vaguely reminiscent of
braneworld gravity where a screening scale of the higher dimension effects occurs for rsc =

3
√

rsr2
c , where rc

is the crossover scale related to the higher dimensional Planck length.
Within experimental bounds, (e.g. event horizon telescope or gravitational wave observations, see [44]

and references therein for horizon scale modifications of the classical geometry of a black hole) the
quantum Schwarzschild metric has the potential to be more consistent with quantum theory than its
classical counterpart because unitarity is preserved in the gravitational collapse geometry. By relaxing the
strict definition of the classical R = 0 vacuum of general relativity near the black hole horizon, information
loss can be avoided.

A.6. Kretschmann scalar

K =
r2

s

(
4z8(rs + z)4 + 4Δ2z6r2(rs + z)2 + z2r4

(
rs(z −Δ)(Δ+ z) + z3 − 3Δ2 z

)2
)

z8r4(rs + z)6 (A18)
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Figure 6. The black line is f = 1 − rs/r. The blue curves are f̄ k. Distances are in units of the horizon rs, and results are shown for
l = 0.01. Horizontal dotted red lines are l/(l ± rs).

A.7. Limits: r → ∞, r → rs, or l → 0

lim
r→∞

R = 0, lim
r→rs

R =
2l2 + 2lrs − r2

s

lrs(l + rs)2
, lim

l→0
R = 0. (A19)

lim
r→∞

K = 0, lim
r→rs

K =
4l4 + 8l3rs + 4l2r2

s + r4
s

l2r2
s (l + rs)

4 , lim
l→0

K =
12r2

s

r6
. (A20)

A.8. Leading order at r → ∞

R = − l2rs

r5
+O(r−6). (A21)

K =
12r2

s

r6
− 40l2r2

s

r8
+O(r−9). (A22)

A.9. A global non-collapse geometry

ds2 = −f̄kdt2 + f̄k
−1dr2 + r2dΩ, (A23)

Here

dr̄∗

dr
= f̄ −1

k = 1 + k
rs

z
, (A24)

where k = −1, 0,+1, for inside, on, and outside the Schwarzschild radius, i.e. k = sign(Δ). Figure 6 plots
f̄ k(r). Note the removable discontinuity at the horizon.

Figure 7 shows the Kretschmann scalar, in the quantum and classical versions. Again, there is
modification near the horizon, and a small discontinuity at the horizon, proportional to l—best seen in the
zoomed version figure 8.

The Ricci scalar is exhibited in figure 9, again showing modification near the horizon. Here the
discontinuity is proportional to 1/l.

Appendix B. Inside coordinate collapse geometry

The canonical case of a collapsing shell of matter described both inside and outside will utilize the geometry
of equation (12) and is expressed in null ‘inside’ coordinates to give a complete cover of the spacetime, (see
e.g. [12] for detail on outside coordinate representation),

ds2 =

⎧⎨
⎩−dU dV , for v � v0,

−f̄ (u, v)f̄ −1(u, v0)dU dV , for v � v0.
(B1)
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Figure 7. The black line is the Schwarzschild Kretschmann scalar K = 12r2
s /r6, where rs = 1. The dotted red line is when it is at

r = 1, i.e. K = 12. The dashed vertical black line is at the horizon rs = 1. The blue curve is the quantum K-scalar, with l = 0.01.

Figure 8. A zoom in of figure 7. The dashed vertical black line is at the horizon rs = 1. The blue curves are the quantum

K-scalar, near the removable horizon discontinuity. The red dashed lines are at 4l4±8l3rs+4l2r2
s +r4

s

l2 r2
s (l±rs)4

, where rs = 1 and l = 0.01.

where U and V are the inside coordinates, as mentioned before,

U = T − r, V = T + r, (B2)

and the new tortoise coordinate, equation (10), helps us define u and v as the outside coordinates dropping
the bar notation, as also previously given,

u = t − r∗, v = t + r∗. (B3)

For clarity, and without loss of generality in 3 + 1 dimensions, we have dropped the r2dΩ pieces of the
metric on the two-sphere. The shell or shock wave is located at v0, where the horizon vH ≡ v0 − 2rs, is set
to vH = 0 for simplicity, so that v0 = 2rs. The metric is sewn on the shell v0, from inside to outside:

lim
v0→2rs

f̄ (u, v)f̄ −1(u, v0) = 1. (B4)

The metric is also regular, like the canonical case, at the horizon r = rs, but instead of f = 0, we have
f̄ = l/(l + rs) ≈ l/rs.
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Figure 9. The dashed vertical gray line is at the horizon rs = 1. The blue curves are the quantum R-scalar, near the removable

horizon discontinuity. The red dashed lines are at ±2l2+2lrs∓r2
s

lrs(l±rs)2 , where rs = 1 and l = 0.01.

Appendix C. 1 + 1, energy flux, total energy

C.1. From 1 + 1 black mirror to 1 + 1 black hole
In the quantum pure black mirror [19], the calculations are most efficiently done using time as a function
of space, t(x),

t(x) = −x − 2l sinh
x

rs
, (C1)

where we have anticipated the black hole collapse model by converting the parameters to the appropriate
black hole quantities. In 1 + 1 dimensions, the single dimension of space, x, must be generalized to be more
closely recognized in the radial black hole case, which can be done by inspection of its range, +∞ to −∞.
The matching condition,

u(U) = U − 2rs sinh−1

∣∣∣∣U

2l

∣∣∣∣ , (C2)

is re-arranged to give

|U| = 2l sinh

(
U − u

2rs

)
, (C3)

where we are now free to choose the negative sign because U starts off negative at the beginning of collapse:

U = −2l sinh

(
U − u

2rs

)
. (C4)

Using regularity, U ↔ v, its clear that to describe the field modes our expression becomes in the outside
null coordinates,

v = −2l sinh

(
v − u

2rs

)
, (C5)

and in terms of space-time coordinates, we see

t(r∗) = −r∗ − 2l sinh

(
r∗

rs

)
. (C6)

Therefore, in going from the 1 + 1 dimensions of the mirror model to the 1 + 1 dimensions of the
spherically symmetric black hole collapse model, one replaces the spatial coordinate x with the tortoise
coordinate: x ↔ r∗.
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C.2. Energy flux with NEF and plateau; 1 + 1 case
Using the t(r∗) function, and appropriately expressed coordinate transformed Schwarzian, the energy flux
can be expressed as a function of r∗,

F(r∗) = 〈in| : Tuu : |in〉 =
rs

(
4l cosh

(
r∗
rs

)
− 3 sech

(
r∗
rs

) [
2l + rs sech

(
r∗
rs

)]
+ rs

)
192π

[
l cosh

(
r∗
rs

)
+ rs

]4 . (C7)

A plot of this function is given in figure 2 of [19], showing the thermal plateau and the negative energy flux
spike.

C.3. Finite total energy; 1 + 1 case
The total energy is found by integrating the energy flux,

E =

∫
F du =

∫ −∞

+∞
F(r∗)

(
dt(r∗)

dr∗
− 1

)
dr∗, (C8)

over the Jacobian element, du = dt − dr∗, where the derivative is computed from equation (C6) as

dt(r∗)

dr∗
= −1 − 2l

rs
cosh

(
r∗

rs

)
. (C9)

The result for the total finite energy emitted is

E = −
2
(
6l4 − 9l2r2

s + 2r4
s

)
tanh−1

(
l−rs√
r2
s −l2

)
+
√

r2
s − l2

(
3πl3 − 6l2rs − 3πlr2

s + 5r3
s

)
96πr2

s

(
r2

s − l2
)3/2

. (C10)

This result strengthens the physical consistency of the model in general (because it agrees with the
Bogolubov coefficients) and specifically with the notion that the radiation must be limited in space and
time.
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